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A few questions…
Part 0:



Raise your hand!

Who…



…has heard of Docker?



…knows what Docker is?



…has tried Docker?



…uses Docker?



…uses Docker in production?

…with additional tools?



What is Docker?
Part 1:



 Source: Docker all the things 
http://cdn.meme.am/instances/500x/59600465.jpg



„An open platform to build, ship and run 
distributed applications anywhere.“

https://www.docker.com/whatisdocker

„Docker is an open platform for developers and 
sysadmins to build, ship, and run distributed 

applications, whether on laptops, data center 
VMs, or the cloud.“

https://www.docker.com/whatisdocker

https://www.docker.com/whatisdocker
https://www.docker.com/whatisdocker


Und auch paar Memes… Source: Google „Docker Memes“ ;) + 
http://jamespacileo.github.io/Slides-Dockerize-That-Django-App/img/docker-meme.png



Docker 
101

 Source:  
http://blog.docker.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Docker-logo-011.png



Containers = Namespaces + cgroups

Namespaces 

several subsystems ns-aware 
§ illusion of running in isolation

Namespace Description

pid Process ID

net Network Interfaces, Routing Tables, …

ipc Semaphores, Shared Memory, Message Queues

mnt Root and Filesystem Mounts

uts Hostname, Domainname

user UserID and GroupID

Controller Description

blkio Access to block devices

cpu CPU time
devices Device access
memory Memory usage

net_cls Packet classification

net_prio Packet priority

Control Groups (cgroups) 

several resources controllable 
§ limits resource usage

Both Linux Kernel Features 



Docker History



Open Source @Docker

 Source: Open Source at Docker, Part 1: The People 
https://blog.docker.com/2016/05/open-source-docker-part-1-people/



Terminology



Docker Components

Core Components 

Docker Host 
§ (Linux) System with Docker Daemon 

Docker Daemon 
§ The engine, running on the host 

Docker Client 
§ CLI for interacting with Daemon 

Source: https://docs.docker.com/
installation/{mac,windows}/

Workflow Components 

Docker Image 
§ contains application + environment 

Docker Container 
§ created from image - start, stop, … 

Docker Registry 
§ „App Store“ for images 
§ Public + private repository possible 

Dockerfile 
§ used for automating image build



What can Docker do for you?



Save lives ;)
Devs vs Ops



isolate dependencies



Classic setup (without Docker)

Things tend to break when updating libraries/OS or applications 
Problems with legacy code on current OS and vice versa 
Even different versions of same application can have conflicting requirements.



Containerized setup

Easily shareable with 3rd parties (colleague, customers, provider, …) 
Use same environment on Laptop, Workstation, Cluster, Cloud VM, bare-metal Cloud! 
Only Docker runtime required.



Not exactly typical example…



Containerized historic FlexLM 

„triple“ 
running on one Docker Host

Legacy Dependency Hell - explained: 
Specific license required specific vendor daemon,  
which in return required specific FlexLM version, 
which was too outdated to run on current CentOS



Workflow^2 ;)

Docker highly useable for „containing“ + sharing workflows, such as in genome 
sequencing, where pipelines with complex dependencies need to be shared. 
Added benefit: „reproducibility“ - data can be reprocessed using the exact same 
toolstack + versions originally used. Great for verifying results - even by a third party.



WorkflowsSource: 
https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/
articles/10.1186/s13059-016-0918-z



image 
layers

Summary: 
Possibility to reuse images and base 
own work on them (and share this again) 
from $FANCYBASEIMAGE
-> DockerHub ~= GitHub



Kubernetes

Docker Hub 
Docker Toolbox 

Docker Compose 
Docker Swarm 

Docker Machine 
Docker Universal Control Plane 

Docker Trusted Registry  
Docker Cloud  

Docker „XYZ“ ;)

From Engine to Plattform



Virtualization 2.0?
Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger?



1999 
VMware Workstation 1.0

2001 
ESX 1.0 && GSX 1.0 
Linux vServers

2008 
LXC && OpenNebula

2010 
OpenStack

2005 
OpenVZ

2003 
Xen 1st public release

2013 
CoreOS

2013 
Docker

2006 
KVM (2.6.20)

Source 
http://www.nepia.com/media/292058/NORTH-Timeline-Chart3.jpg

1972 
IBM VM/370 

1999 
FreeBSD Jails 

2004 
Solaris Zones 



Virtualization compared



 Source:  
http://cdn.meme.am/instances/53646903.jpg



What’s different?



compared to VMs?
lightweight vs fat requirement when shipping application



compared to other „containerizers“?
systemd-nspawn, LXC, rkt

Docker: (finally) containers for the masses, by offering easy to use tools + workflows. 
* systemd-nspawn: "only" „chroot on steroids“ 
* LXC: focus rather system containerization than application containerization 
* rkt: most similar to Docker, interesing features - might be less production-ready. Yet.



Why Docker matters…
Part II:

…for computing?



High Performance 
Computing

Source: Dieter Both, Bull GmbH



Only flying 
penguins?Source: Dr. Martin Schulz



We all got issues…



clean slate
for applications



deployment!
docker pull vs yum install



Deployment compared

less portable, 
minimal overhead

most portable, 
most overhead

manual  
configuration

traditional 
VMs

Docker  
* is almost as portable (Windows anyone?) and flexible as VMs 
* but induces much less overhead than VMs

CM tools



homogenize heterogeneous Clusters



passing on an environment



ISV packagesSource: Docker for OpenFOAM+ 
http://www.openfoam.com/download/install-
binary.php



Reproducibility



 Source:  
http://www.critic.co.nz/files/article-3423.jpg



additional resources



Why not use
classical virtualization?



well…



Benchmarks...



IBM Docker Paper

Source: Google: ibm docker paper oder: 
http://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/papers/
0929052195DD819C85257D2300681E7B/$File/rc25482.pdf



IBM Docker Paper - Structure

Source: Google: ibm docker paper oder: 
http://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/papers/
0929052195DD819C85257D2300681E7B/$File/rc25482.pdf



IBM Docker Paper - Results

Source: Google: ibm docker paper oder: 
http://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/papers/
0929052195DD819C85257D2300681E7B/$File/rc25482.pdf



"In general, Docker equals or exceeds KVM 
performance in every case we tested. [...]  

Even using the fastest available forms of par- 
avirtualization, KVM still adds some overhead to 
every I/O operation [...].  

Thus, KVM is less suitable for workloads that are 
latency-sensitive or have high I/O rates. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work, 
An Updated Performance Comparison of Virtual 
Machines and Linux Containers

Summary

Container vs. bare-metal: 
Although containers themselves have almost no overhead, Docker is not 
without performance gotchas. Docker volumes have noticeably better 
performance than files stored in AUFS. Docker’s NAT also introduces 
overhead for work- loads with high packet rates.  
These features represent a tradeoff between ease of management and 
performance and should be considered on a case-by-case basis.



Docker@HPC

Thanks!  
@Sebastian Klingberg



Docker@HPC - Setup



Docker@HPC - Results

Results - average runtime (native vs Docker) 
local disk: 114s vs 116,5s - overhead: 2,21% 
Lustre: 117,3s vs 118,5s - overhead: 1,04%



everyday life…Docker Quickstart Terminal 
time for a „helloworld“ container



Little bit of Security
Part III:



Opinions matter…

Source: Surviving the Zombie Apocalyse - Ian Jackson 
http://xenbits.xen.org/people/iwj/2015/fosdem-security/

Quotes



"Some people make the mistake of thinking of 
containers as a better and faster way of 
running virtual machines.  
From a security point of view, containers are 
much weaker." 

Dan Walsh,
SELinux architect(?)



"Virtual Machines might be more secure today, 
but containers are definitely catching up." 

Jerome Petazzoni, 
Senior Software Engineer at Docker



"You are absolutely deluded, if not stupid, if 
you think that a worldwide collection of 
software engineers who can’t write operating 
systems or applications without security holes, 
can then turn around and suddenly write 
virtualization layers without security holes." 

Theo de Raadt,
OpenBSD project lead



"Docker’s security status is best described as 
’it’s complicated’.“ 

Jerome Petazzoni, 
Senior Software Engineer at Docker



…, numbers count
vulnerabilities



Surviving  
the Zombie Apocalypse

Source: Surviving the Zombie Apocalyse - Ian Jackson 
http://xenbits.xen.org/people/iwj/2015/fosdem-security/



Source: Surviving the Zombie Apocalyse - Ian Jackson 
http://xenbits.xen.org/people/iwj/2015/fosdem-security/

Zombies?- Findings!



Sources of Frustration



Source: Docker Containers on the Desktop 
https://blog.jessfraz.com/posts/docker-containers-on-the-desktop.html

Docker - misunderstandings



Source: Docker Containers on the Desktop 
https://blog.jessfraz.com/posts/docker-containers-on-the-desktop.html

Docker - carelessness



Source: Docker containers on the desktop - Discussion 
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=9086751

Docker - discussion
X11 is completely unsecure, the "sandboxed"  
app has full access to every other X11 client.

if you have docker access you have root access […] 
docker run -v /:/tmp ubuntu rm -rf /tmp/* 
Which will remove all the files on your system.



"Without user namespaces (CLONE_NEWUSER), 
which Docker currently doesn't use, uid 0 inside a 
container is the same thing as uid 0 outside it.  

If you let Docker run apps as root, which seems to 
be not uncommon, then it is, in a strong sense, the 
same as the root user outside the container.  

That's why Jessie's gparted process can partition her 
disk: as long as it can get at the device node, it has 
full permissions on it.

Source: Docker containers on the desktop - Discussion 
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=9088169

Update: 
User Namespaces available!



NFS anyone?
[badguy@docker ~]# cd /home/goodguy
bash: cd: /home/goodguy: Permission denied

[badguy@docker ~]# id badguy && id goodguy
uid=1234(badguy) gid=1234(badguy) groups=1234(badguy),1337(docker)
uid=1000(goodguy) gid=1000(goodguy) groups=1000(goodguy)

[badguy@docker ~]# docker run -it -v /home:/nfs3home -u 1000 busybox sh
/ $ id
uid=1000 gid=0(root)
/ $ touch /nfs3home/goodguy/badguy_WAS_HERE && exit



taming Docker



fine-grained access



wrapper scripts
instead of access to docker-command



Application Container
instead of System Container



own registry
instead of Docker Hub



What’s new?
Part IV:



Security!



Source: A Look Back at One Year of Docker Security 
https://blog.docker.com/2016/04/docker-security/



Security on many layers… 

Source: VHPC16: Gantikow et al. 
Providing Security in Container-based  
HPC Runtime Environments



Features



new architecture
runC + containerd



plugable Architecture 

Source: Docker 1.11: The first runtime built on  
containerd and based on OCI technology 
https://blog.docker.com/2016/04/docker-engine-1-11-runc/



networking
Multi-Host Networking



Multi-Host Networking 

Source: Multi-Host Docker Networking is now ready for production 
https://blog.docker.com/2015/11/docker-multi-host-networking-ga/



DockerCon 2016

DockerCon 2016 - Quickupdate 
Docker Store, AWS&Azure, DAB-files, service command, orchestration



Docker 1.12

Source: Docker 1.12: Now with Built-in Orchestration! 
https://blog.docker.com/2016/06/docker-1-12-built-in-orchestration/ 
+ https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ClaQCHIUgAAd1fr.jpg



Getting started
Part V:

Additional Material



Installing Docker



Linux
apt-get install docker 

or 
yum install docker 

or 
$ curl -sSL https://get.docker.com/ | sh

And remember to: 
start the docker service ;) 
add user to docker groups vs sudo



Docker for Mac&WindowsSource: Docker for Mac and Windows Beta […] 
 https://blog.docker.com/2016/03/docker-for-mac-windows-beta/



up... and running!get Docker Toolbox 
https://www.docker.com/toolbox



up... and running!Docker Toolbox Installer 
https://www.docker.com/toolbox



up... and running!Kitematic (Beta) 
included in Toolbox



up... and running!!Kitematic (Beta) 
access to CentOS container



up... and running!Docker Quickstart Terminal 
included in Toolbox



Running Docker



up... and running?running VirtualBox VM 
in background - required



up... and running!Docker Quickstart Terminal 
run centos container, get bash



Dockerfile 101



Dockerfilevery basic Dockerfile 
that has nginx in it running



DockerfileBuilding a new ubuntu image 
including nginx



Dockerfile
Building a new image 
The -P flag tells Docker to map any required 
network ports container to our host.



DockerfileChecking host IP 
192.168.99.100 is used



Dockerfile



Conclusion
Teil V:



Source: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/protohiro/3847864550

Summary: 
Docker has a lot to offer for computing and scientific workflows. 
* easy deployment of applications and dependencies 
* configuration isolation that goes along with it 
* containing legacy applications 
* at almost no performance loss, performing close to bare-metal 
* easy to share it with others + reproducibility 
* possibility to use the same image on all machines -  
   * laptop, workstation, cluster, cloud 
* possibility to increased dynamic utilization of resources, "cluster-sharing" 
* many aspects covered by VMs, but Docker provides easy tools+workflows

But still: 
* integration in queuing systems „improvable“ 
* cloud orchestration vs HPC 
* ISV support yet (mostly) lacking 
* higher organizational costs (security, …) - but there is no such thing as free lunch ;)



Proof of  Concept

S.Klingberg „HPC mit Docker“  | Tübix 2016 | 11.06.2016

„[…] Design und Integration einer 
umfassenden Lösung für 

BatchJob-basiertes, paralleles 
Technical Computing über 

Interconnect-basiertes SM–MIMD 
in HPC Clustersystemen, durch 

den Einsatz verteilter Linux-
Container ...“

4
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Motivation & Forschungsziel

Proof of Concept Integration of Docker into „regular“ CAE-HPC Environment 
* featuring OpenLava + OpenFoam



Proof of  Concept

S.Klingberg „HPC mit Docker“  | Tübix 2016 | 11.06.2016

Fertiges Konzept

47
© 2016 science + computing ag
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Overall Conclusion

Virtualization 2.0? No, something different!
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better performance for computing than 
classic virtualization

getting started is easy

Security has to be ensured

Pretty good for: Portable Deployment, 
Sharing, Re-use of components



One more thing…
Containers might actually improve security…



root exploitSource 
https://twitter.com/Ben_Hall/status/728596633978572801



non-root exploitSource 
https://twitter.com/Ben_Hall/status/728596633978572801
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